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C H A P T E R  3

TEST BENCH DEVELOPMENT

This chapter describes the methodology for developing a library-based structural

test bench. The Synthetic Aperture Radar algorithm is used as an example for illustration.

3.1  Library-Based Test Bench

The development of a test bench is based on a set of hierarchical libraries.

Functions and procedures are first developed into VHDL packages. Primitive components

are then developed as behavioral models using these packages. Structural components

including the stimulus generator and comparator are next created by interconnecting these
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behavioral models using a schematic capture tool. The test bench is then constructed by

interconnecting the stimulus generator, MUT, and comparator. The test bench is an

unbound structural architecture. On top of the test bench is the configuration declaration

that specifies which component library models to be bound to the test bench structure and

assigns values to generics. It is the VHDL element to be directly simulated. A simulator-

dependent control file can assist in simulation control by using simulation control

variables, assigning values to signals, and communicating with files. Each test scenario

maps to a configuration declaration and a control file.

Stimulus Generator Comparator

Test Bench

MUT

Configuration

Test Bench Component Library

VHDL Primitives Library

Figure 3.1 Hierarchy of Test Bench Elements

Figure 3.1 shows the hierarchy of test bench elements. The procedure of library-

based test bench development is outlined below. The details are described in the

subsequent sections.
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1)  Develop the VHDL primitives library which is the VHDL packages containing

commonly used mathematical and DSP operations in the form of procedure

calls and function calls.

2)  Given the model under test in a particular DSP application, build the test bench

component library. The lower level behavioral component primitives are first

developed based on the DSP and Math libraries. The higher level structural

components are then constructed by interconnecting the behavioral

components. In the topmost level are the stimulus generator and the

comparator.

3)  Build the unbound test bench by interconnecting the MUT, the stimulus

generator, and the comparator.

4)  Develop a configuration declaration for model binding and generic value

mapping.

5)  Create a control file to assist in code simulation.

Library-based test bench development has the following characteristics:

1)  Easy modification. The hierarchical structure facilitates easy modification of

test bench components. Only those components involved in modifications need
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to be changed and reanalyzed. The other parts of the test bench remain

unchanged and do not have to be reanalyzed.

2)  Reusability. The VHDL primitives library and the test bench component

library can be reused for test bench development in various application areas.

3)  Scalability. By parameterizing VHDL functions and procedures and

developing generic VHDL entities, models can be easily scaled. For example,

an N-point FFT component can perform 512-point FFT in one instance and

1024-point FFT in another by assigning different values to the generic N,

which is the number of samples to be performed.

4)  Easy reconfiguration. Use of configuration declarations allow various VHDL

architectures to be bound to their entities. Therefore, the same test bench

structure can be reconfigured easily.

3.2  VHDL Primitives Library

The VHDL primitives library contains commonly used mathematical and DSP

primitives. They are implemented as VHDL procedures or functions, which can be

invoked by other procedures or functions, or by the behavioral components in the test

bench component library.
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The VHDL primitives can be developed manually. However, an alternative is use

design tools such as Cadence SPW [18]. SPW has an add-on library called Hardware

Design System (HDS) which provides varieties of built-in blocks which perform

fundamental operations such as addition, multiplication, FFT, sine, integration, counters,

flip-flops, and logic gates, and complicated operations for application in DSP,

communication, and logic design. Their associated built-in VHDL code is implemented as

procedures which are immediately available to populate the VHDL primitives library.

A math package has been implemented by an IEEE VHDL math study group. It

defines commonly used constants, trigonometric functions, complex arithmetic functions,

power functions, and many others. Gummadi built a VHDL package of DSP library

primitives [17] based on the IEEE math package. He implemented such procedure call

DSP primitives as FFT, convolution, finite impulse response filter, two dimensional

convolution, and two dimensional FFT, with variations of signal-parametered primitives

and variable-parametered primitives.

3.3  Test Bench Component Library

The test bench component library contains the models used by the test bench

including the stimulus generator, the comparator, and their subcomponents. Those

components are specific to applications of the models being tested.
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3.3.1  Behavioral Components

The components in the test bench component library are classified into behavioral

components and structure components. The behavioral components are VHDL entities in

the bottom level of the test bench component library with behavioral architectures, called

library models, which implement the functionality of the components. Each behavioral

component can have more than one library model, each of which is implemented

differently. For example, a behavioral component of eight-bit adder can have two library

models, one of them implemented as a serial adder and the other implemented as a parallel

adder. This feature allows newly evolved library models of components to be added to the

component library incrementally and easily throughout the model years. The coexistence

of the new and old models of a component in the component library also provides the

capability of model selection. One of its benefits is to allow creation of test benches bound

to library models at different levels of abstraction.

The low level components can invoke procedure and function primitives in the

VHDL primitives library when designed manually. They can also be developed using the

HDS of SPW. A schematic diagram of the design model can be created by retrieving

appropriate blocks in the HDS library and interconnecting them using the Block Diagram

Editor (BDE). After verification by simulating the design model using the built-in

simulator, the VHDL code of the design model can be generated by HDS’s VHDL Link.

The resultant code is a VHDL entity with behavioral architecture which invokes the
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procedure calls associated with the SPW blocks. The VHDL code may need to be

modified in order to support the features of reusability and scalability stated in Section 3.1.

Figure 3.2 depicts the SPW schematic for a second-order notch filter from which the

behavioral VHDL component can be dumped.

Figure 3.2 SPW Schematic of a Second-order Notch Filter

After developing the code of the low level components, their symbols can be

created in SGE [19] to facilitate the development of the structural components [55]. First

of all, for each behavioral component one creates its symbol in SGE by specifying the I/O

ports and generics associated with the component. Next, the VHDL code of the symbol is

created by using the VHDL interface in SGE. The VHDL code dumped is a template

which has the entity declaration part, an empty architecture body, and a configuration

declaration. The empty architecture body can be manually filled with the behavioral
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architecture of the component developed earlier, and the configuration declaration has to

be stripped off since model binding will be provided later by the centralized configuration

declaration on top of the test bench. The development of the configuration declaration is

described in Section 3.5.

Figure 3.3 shows a hierarchical view of the test bench components for SAR,

including the model under test. The model under test is a VHDL model of the SAR

processor. The stimulus generator is a SAR sensor model which generates the signal

received and deramped by the sensor of a SAR system. The boxes in light gray, such as

CHIRP and COMPLEX TONE, represent low level behavioral components, which are

supported by multiple library models shown in dark gray. Figure 3.4 shows the SGE

symbol of the behavioral component that performs multiplication of two complex arrays.
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Figure 3.3 Hierarchy of SAR Test Bench Components
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Figure 3.4 SGE Symbol of a Behavioral Component

3.3.2  Structural Components

The structural components are high level components in the test bench component

library built from behavioral components and/or other structural components. They are

unbound structural models which instantiate subcomponents and specify the

interconnections among their subcomponents. The stimulus generator and the comparator

are examples of these. They are the highest level components in the test bench component

library.

The high level components can be generated in bottom-up fashion as follows.

Starting at the lowest level structural components, first develop the schematic for each of

them using SGE by interconnecting the I/O ports of the SGE symbols of its

subcomponents. Next, create a symbol of the component from the schematic. The VHDL

code dumped for this symbol is a structural model providing component instantiations.

The configuration body has to be stripped off for the reason described in the previous

section. Once all components in a particular level are developed, the components at the
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next level up can be developed in the same manner until the stimulus generator component

and the comparator component are developed.

The boxes with heavy borderlines in Figure 3.3 indicate the structural components

in the SAR test bench component library. Figure 3.5 depicts the SGE schematic of the

SAR stimulus generator which is composed of two behavioral components NOISE and

MERGER, and three structural components SARRETURN, REFERENCE, and DERAMP.

In this schematic, the Gaussian noise and the signals returned from all targets are merged

to form a composite received signal, which is then deramped with a reference signal.

Figure 3.5 SGE Schematic of Stimulus Generator

3.4  Test Bench

A test bench can be implemented as an unbound, structural architecture which

contains the stimulus generator, the model under test, and the comparator. The structural
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test bench can be developed by Synopsys SGE in the same way used to create the

structural components as described in Section 3.3.2. Figure 3.6 shows the schematic of the

SAR test bench created in SGE.

Figure 3.6 SGE Schematic of Test Bench

3.5  Configuration

A configuration declaration is a VHDL construct identifying which library models

(architectures) in the library are actually instantiated in a structural model [13,14]. In the

system described here, a test bench is a structural model with all components unbound, so

a configuration body needs to be created for simulation. The configuration of a test bench

specifies the participating library models of components at all levels, and assigns values to

generics. In our approach, once the test bench is developed and analyzed, it remains

unchanged unless there is a need to redesign the test bench. However, per every test case,

a configuration declaration is automatically created by the test planning system to
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configure the test bench, and is the only VHDL construct which needs to be reanalyzed

and is directly simulated.

Figure 3.7 shows a typical configuration declaration for SAR test bench, in which

the generics (e.g., CARRIER_FREQ) are assigned numerical values (33.56×109) and the

components (e.g., CHIRPC) are bound to their library models (MODEL1).

configuration TBCONFIG of TB is
for STRUCTURE

for all: SENSORC use entity work.SENSOR(STRUCTURE)
generic map ( BW_TX => 600.00E6,

BW_REFER => 650.00E6,
CARRIER_FREQ => 33.56E9,
SAMP_FREQ => 70.00E9,
PW_TX => 30.00E-6,
PW_REFER => 32.50E-6,
PRF => 1.50E3,
SIGMA => 0.00E0,
NUM_TARGETS => 7,
M => ( 1 => 3313002.0,

2 => 3338001.0,
3 => 3363001.0,
4 => 3388000.0,
5 => 3412999.0,
6 => 3437999.0,
7 => 3462998.0,
others => 0.0 ),

Mr => ( 1 => 0.0 ) );
for STRUCTURE

for all: SARRETURNC use entity work.SARRETURN(STRUCTURE);
for STRUCTURE

for all: CHIRPC use entity work.CHIRP(MODEL1);
end for;
for all: COMPARRMULC use entity

work.COMPARRMUL(MODEL2);
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end for;
for all: COMPTFPC use entity work.COMPTFP(MODEL1);
end for;
for all: BLOCKERC use entity work.BLOCKER(MODEL1);
end for;
for all: MERGERC use entity work.MERGER(MODEL2);
end for;

end for;
end for;
for all: REFERENCEC use entity work.REFERENCE(STRUCTURE);

for STRUCTURE
for all: CHIRPC use entity work.CHIRP(MODEL2);
end for;
for all: COMPARRMULC use entity
work.COMPARRMUL(MODEL1);
end for;
for all: COMPTFPC use entity work.COMPTFP(MODEL1);
end for;
for all: MERGERC use entity work.MERGER(MODEL1);
end for;

end for;
end for;
for all: DERAMPC use entity work.DERAMP(STRUCTURE);

for STRUCTURE
for all: COMPMULC use entity work.COMPMUL(MODEL2);
end for;
for all: NEGC use entity work.NEG(MODEL1);
end for;

end for;
end for;
for all: NOISEC use entity work.NOISE(MODEL2);
end for;
for all: MERGERC use entity work.MERGER(MODEL1);
end for;

end for;
end for;
for all: MUT1DC use entity work.MUT1D(MODEL2);
end for;
for all: COMPARATORC use entity work.COMPARATOR(MODEL1);
end for;

end for;
end TBCONFIG;
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Figure 3.7 A Configuration Declaration

3.6  Control File

The control file contains no VHDL constructs. It is a simulator-dependent script

file which assists the VHDL simulator in simulation control. Using the control file, one can

assign values to signals in the components at all levels in the test bench. One can also

define control variables for iteration control of the test bench and configuration

declaration, or read data from and write data to files.

The control file provides the flexibility to simulate models in different ways

without changing the code. For example, when simulating the complete test bench, the

stimulus generator, the MUT, and the comparator have to be activated by their respective

enable signals. However, the MUT and the comparator need to be deactivated if one

desires to only generate the test vectors without testing the MUT. Both test modes can be

achieved by simply creating two control files with appropriate values assigned to the

enable signals of the appropriate components. Otherwise, a new test bench and/or a new

configuration declaration would have to be developed and analyzed for each test mode.

The control file template for the SAR test bench has been created for the Synopsys

[59] VHDL Simulator. It performs operations such as assigning values to signals, writing
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generated test vectors to an output file for retrieval by the MUT, enabling appropriate

components, and controlling a loop which is in charge of updating the sample index used

in the stimulus generator. Figure 3.8 shows a typical control file for the SAR test bench.

Section 3.7 will discuss how the use of the control file helps improve the simulation

efficiency without (or with little) modification of the test benches.

cd TB
set DECIM_FACTOR 560
set NUM_SAMPLES 4064
set I 3300500
open gold.dat
fprint "7\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7099.29\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7152.86\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7206.43\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7260.00\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7313.57\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7367.14\n" > gold.dat
fprint "7420.71\n" > gold.dat
close gold.dat
set COUNTER 0
assign ('1') S1
open raw.dat
while ($COUNTER < $NUM_SAMPLES ) loop

assign ($I*1.0) N
run 1
fprint "%f " Rout > raw.dat
fprint "%f\n" Iout > raw.dat
set I `$I+$DECIM_FACTOR`
set COUNTER `$COUNTER+1`

end loop
close raw.dat
assign ('0') S1
assign ('1') S2
run 1
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assign ('0') S2
assign ('1') S3
run 1

Figure 3.8 A Control File

3.7  Efficiency Issues

Simulating a test bench is a time-consuming task. This is especially true for the

DSP application in which all signals are sampled at a fixed rate for a period of time. A

large number of samples are required for processing of systems with a high sampling rate.

Writing the test bench for efficient simulation becomes a key issue. This section stresses

the importance of the efficiency issues and discusses the improvement in simulation

efficiency done for SAR test benches using simulation control files.

3.7.1  Improvement of the Radar Algorithm Implementation

This section presents the efforts made to reduce the required computation and

memory in simulation of the SAR stimulus generator.

Referring to Figure 3.9, assume that the SAR system transmits a chirp pulse of

width 30 µs at time 0. The radar swath is 375 meters wide centered at range 7,260 meters
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[9], which gives the range of interest [7072.5 meters, 7447.5 meters]. The return pulse of

interest arrives as early as

7072.5  meters × 2 / speed of light = 47.15 µs

and as late as

30 µs + 7447.5 × 2 / speed of light = 79.65 µs

That is, the returned pulse of interest is [47.15 µs, 79.65 µs] with width 32.5 µs, which is

consistent with earlier computation in Section 3.3. Simulating a SAR test bench from time

0 to 79.65 µs at 70 GHz sampling rate requires

79.65  µs × 70 GHz = 5,575,500 samples

for all signals. Fortunately, the SAR processor applies the DSP techniques and requires

that these samples be resampled at a much lower rate of 125 MHz. This decimates the

samples by a factor of 560, as computed in Section 3.3. The number of samples after

resampling becomes

5,575,500 samples / 560  even = 9,958 samples
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Only 4,064 samples out of them fall within the returned pulse of interest and need to be

sent to the SAR processor for processing.
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Figure 3.9 Timing Diagram of SAR

A direct implementation of this uses a sample index N ticking from 0 to 5,575,499,

and evaluates Equations 2.1 to 2.9 every time N ticks. The time delay in Equation 2.2 can

be implemented as a FIFO pipe composed of unit delays as shown in Figure 3.10. The pipe

length ranges from

7072.5  meters × 2 × 70 GHz / speed of light = 3,300,500

to
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7447.5  meters × 2 × 70 GHz / speed of light = 3,475,500

depending on the range of the target. After all samples are processed, resampling is

performed and the 4,064 samples are chosen.

D D D Dx(n) y(n)

Figure 3.10 FIFO Pipe

This naïve implementation is too expensive in time and memory required for

simulation to be practical. For example, for each sampling time tick, more than 3 million

delay shift operations have to be done in the delay pipe. This requires roughly (3.4 × 106)

× (5.6 × 106) = 1.9 × 1013 delay shift operations, or 3.8 × 1013 real number assignments.

For a computer that executes 100 million floating number assignments per second, it takes

as many as 106 hours only to execute one delay pipe, not to mention other computation!

Also, a large chunk of memory is required to hold the delay pipe. One delay pipe eats up

27.2 Mbytes of memory. The experiments on the Sun Sparc 10 platform show that

simulating one single target return crashed the machine after 32 hours without any final

results computed.

Work done in [10, 54, 55] used the delay pipe implementation but scaled down the

problem size by both reducing placing the target at a range of as near as 75 meters and
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reducing the received pulse width to 0.5 µs. This requires one to simulate 0.5 µs × 70

GHz = 35,000 samples for the received pulse. After resampling 63 samples are selected.

This gives rise to the following problems: 1) The target is not in the radar swath, thus the

received pulse is not of interest. 2) The received pulse is not observed long enough, i.e., it

should be 32.5 µs. 3) The final samples to be sent to the MUT are less than the required

4,064 samples so that the MUT just keeps waiting for more input data without processing

any data. 4) Scaling down the stimulus generator results in changes in the specifications,

which could easily cause a great mismatch with the MUT. This is especially true for DSP

algorithms which are sensitive to noise, aliasing, and distortion, etc. For instance, a slight

change in the specification could invalidate the noise cancellation capability of a filter.

Two approaches to simulation efficiency improvement are discussed as follows.

They allow a full-scaled stimulus generator to be simulated by reducing computation and

avoiding the waste of memory required by the delay pipe.

1.  Change of time axis. The delay pipe is the major cause of inefficient

simulation. To avoid using the delay pipe to model time delay, evaluate y(t) by

simply evaluating the transmitted pulse with a time shift t t− 0 , i.e., evaluating

y t x t t( ) ( )= − 0  directly. This can be easily achieved by instantiating the

transmitted chirp pulse component for every returned pulse component but

make it sensitive to a new sample index M N N= − 0 , where N0 = t0 × 70

GHz. The modification significantly saves the time and memory required for
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simulation and makes the unfeasible SAR stimulus generator algorithm

feasible. The change of time axis is simple with the use of the simulation

control file.

2.  Decimating before processing. Instead of processing samples and then

decimating them, skip those unproductive sample points and simulate only

those 4,064 samples. More specifically, start simulation by ticking N from

3,300,500 to 5,575,499, with an increment of 560. Skipping sample indices can

be easily done by using control variables in the control file. This further

reduces the simulation time by a factor of 5,575,500 / 4064 = 1,372.

Combining these two modifications above, simulating the SAR stimulus generator

for a single target return requires only 2 minutes, which is a dramatic improvement

compared to the previous implementation that took 32 hours of simulation and crashed

before the final target return was computed. These two enhancements can be applied to

other radar algorithm implementation.

3.7.2  Use of File I/O

Simulation of a DSP test bench requires a large amount of data to be transferred

between components, such as the test vectors passed from the stimulus generator to the

MUT, the expected response passed from the stimulus generator to the comparator, and

the MUT response passed to the comparator. Since signal scheduling and queuing takes
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considerable time and memory during simulation, the overhead becomes critical when the

number of samples turns large. To speed up the simulation, an alternative is use the file

I/O capability [13, 14] in VHDL as a vehicle of passing those vectors rather than use

signals via port interface. For example, the stimulus generator can interact with the MUT

by writing the generated test vectors to a file from which the MUT can read the test

vectors. Research in [58] shows that with Synopsys simulator the text I/O alternative gives

a speedup of 26% over the model using signal assignment. Note that the file I/O

alternative for simulation efficiency enhancement applies to the data path only. The control

signals such as the clock and enable signals have to be implemented as signals to

coordinate among components. But the sizes of the control signals are insignificant,

compared with the vectors in the data path. The file I/O alternative can be easily achieved

through the simulation control file without having to modify the VHDL code.


